5 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY
Warranty covers peeling and blistering throughout the entire reglazed surfaces caused by defect on product or
workmanship. Any minor peeling and/or blistering most be notified immediately or warranty will be voided. The
warranty does not cover customer or tenant neglect, accidental damage, hair dyes, bath mats with suction cups. Alliance
Bath Reglazing will inspect the problem area and determine whether the resulting damage was caused by a defect in the
product or workmanship. If it is found that damage such as blistering and/or peeling was caused by defect in product or
workmanship, such will be covered under warranty under the terms of the warranty. Alliance Bath Reglazing
is not responsible for dust particles that may fall into the reglazed surface while the new finish is drying. Most particles
caught in the drying topcoat will be removed naturally in the process of normal cleaning. ‘Picking’ at spots will not be
covered. Alliance Bath Reglazing is not responsible for any damage caused by the removal of taped and papered fixtures
by the property or residence. Patience and caution is advised when removing any tape or paper following the elapse of
the full 48hours as recommended. Warranty can only be claimed by the person, who’s name appears in the invoice (no
exceptions). Warranty in non-transferable. No warranty offered for properties on sale or in the market.

Warranty excludes the following:
Excluding (but not limited to): chipping, scratches, stains, or knife marks due to misuse or abuse of surface, discoloration
due to bleaches, dyes or acids, perfumes, solvents and/or problems caused by leaky plumbing or rust damage. Sharp or
heavy objects may cause damage to the surface. Rust, corrosion, mineral buildup, spot repairs, and all other surfaces are
not covered under warranty. Any damage to the surface resulting from improper cleaning, excessive use, and/or leaky
plumbing is expressly excluded under this warranty. Any scratching, deterioration of the glossy finish or staining over
time due to usage, cleaning practices or water conditions will be considered normal wear and tear. Alliance Bath does
not warranty kitchen & bathroom sink refinishing, tile shower floor refinishing, terrazzo, or rust repairs.
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